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Polar bears, icebergs and fjords
An expedition
voyage along
Canada’s eastern
seaboard takes
Juliet Rix into
a spectacular
glacial wilderness

T

he dark peak morphs
into two peaks, then
three, four, five, until
a jaw of blunt teeth
points skywards 1,000m
above us. The snow
sparkles on the
mountainside, where
pink seams ripple through some of the
oldest rock on Earth, sacred to the Inuit,
who call it “the place of spirits”. Vast
stones, like a giant’s knucklebones, dot
the shoreline, dropped at random by
ancient glaciers.A young caribou
feeds on sparse vegetation while our
inflatable boat dodges icebergs off
the stony shore.
The Torngat Mountains of northern
Labrador on the east coast of Canada,
9,500 sq km of Inuit-owned national
park, can be reached only by boat or
small plane, then helicopter — and
only when conditions allow. We have
arrived on the first visit by the Akademik
Sergey Vavilov, a Russian polar research
vessel converted for expedition cruises.
On a new itinerary, starting in Sydney,
Nova Scotia, we have worked our way up
the coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador, and will continue north to
Iqaluit on Baffin Island. It is a journey
into wilderness.
L’Anse aux Meadows, a gently sloping
beach backed by low grasslands, provides
a perfect landing place for our boats —
as it did for the earliest Europeans to
land on this continent. Columbus may
have discovered America in 1492, but he
was half a millennium behind the
Vikings. Or, more correctly, Norsemen.
As our ship’s historian, Sean Cadigan,

Stay on a converted polar research ship

explains: “Calling all Norsemen Vikings
is like calling all Americans Marines.”
Icelandic sagas and archaeology (L’Anse
aux Meadows is one of the original ten
Unesco world heritage sites) suggest that
Eric the Red’s son Leif Eriksson sailed
from Greenland and set up camp on this
spot in about AD1,000.
“This is where humankind came full
circle,” says our suitably ginger-bearded

site guide, standing among purple and
yellow wildflowers on the grassy
threshold of a Norseman’s erstwhile
home. Having left Africa, humanity
divided into two strands, he says — one
went left, one right — and 3,000 years
ago “this is where they met again”.
It’s an extraordinary thought.
Back on the ship, the PA
system hails a return to the
present: “Humpback whales
at 11 o’clock.” Everyone
dashes for the decks,
binoculars in hand. One
humpback is in playful
mood, breaching and waving
the longest flippers in the
natural world, rolling over
and appearing to clap in midair. It’s quite a display and
reminds us how much life there is
beneath the cool,
empty-looking surface of the sea.
It was this life that first attracted
Europeans to the harsh icy north.
“Whale oil was the petrochemical of its
day; baleen was used like plastic,”
Cadigan says. Basque whalers and
fishermen led the way, but they lost most
of their ships in the Spanish Armada,

The Torngat Mountains
on Labrador. Below: one
of the island’s polar bears

leaving the field open to the British. As
we motor up the tickle (a narrow strait)
to Battle Harbour, it’s hard to imagine
that tens of schooners once crammed
into this tiny waterway and this quiet
little white-weatherboard town with
pretty red roofs was the booming
heart of the northern cod fisheries,
and de facto capital of Labrador.
Wandering up the landing
stage, past a dining room
where a straggling polar bear
broke a window just weeks
before, we explore the
restored homes, stores, 19thcentury church, and flake —
a vast wooden grid where fish
were dried — of this living
museum. We chat to locals,
now summer residents only, in
the warm sun, a light breeze
keeping the mosquitoes at bay. Out
of town we find the island’s tiny
clifftop cemetery and lush — but treeless
— moss-green uplands dotted with
tarns. All this is set against a backdrop of
lapis-blue sea and fluorescent white
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icebergs, a few wedged into the coast like
the ghosts of ancient sea vessels.
Icebergs become part of our seascape
as we sail north. A large tabular berg
looms in the distance, barely
distinguishable from land — or from
the legendary fata morgana, the
extraordinary land-like optical illusion
that we often see spread across the
horizon. The mirage is so convincing
that I am not surprised to hear that the
polar explorer Sir John Ross failed to
find the Northwest Passage in 1818
because he saw ahead a non-existent
range of mountains.
We set foot on solid land again at the
Inuit settlement of Agvituk, “the place of
the whales”, better known as Hopedale.
Inuit and earlier nomadic people lived
and hunted by land and sea in Labrador
for millennia, before Europeans — in
this case Moravian missionaries —
persuaded them to settle in permanent
communities. Hopedale still has no road
beyond the settlement and just a few
gravel streets, which today are muddy in
the pouring rain. Nonetheless in 2005 it
became the legislative capital of the Inuit
land claims area of Nunatsiavut;
representatives debate in English and
Inuktitut in its shiny new legislature,
sitting round the pristine creamy-white
skin of a vast polar bear.
We see our first live bears in the
Torngat Mountains. We sail past a
sprinkling of white tents, diminutive
against the highest mountains in Canada
east of the Rockies. Torngat Base Camp
is set up for six weeks each summer and
it is here that we are due to collect our
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compulsory Inuit guides. However, the
ice rules, and this year it has melted late,
delaying the arrival of the camp’s supply
boat. The guides are busy unloading, so
instead we go by boat along the narrow
fjords that cut deep into this dramatic
mountain range.
Nobody lives in this harsh wilderness
and we are just remarking that even the
bird and animal life is sparse when the
cry “bear!” goes up and there she is, a
black bear racing up the rough
mountainside with two cubs bounding
along behind her.
Everyone is hoping for polar bears and
we finally find them on the harsh and
rocky Button Islands, dark humps of
barren rock surrounded by mist above
bubbling cross-currents off the north
coast of Labrador. Harp seals bob in
splashy rows, while a lone bearded seal

rolls lazily on a rock, turning its
unperturbed face towards us.
We soon spot the bobbing heads of a
mother polar bear and two cubs
swimming towards the shore. They
shake themselves off and lollop away,
pausing only to sniff the air. They are
sleek and luminous against the dark
rock, and minutes later we see them
again, already halfway up the next hill.
Polar bears move fast, one reason why
our next excursion begins with strict
instructions to stay behind our guide
and bear guard, David Begg, gun across
his shoulder.
We have landed at the untouched
Charles Francis Hall Bay — and we’re
perhaps the first to do so for many
years. “There is no sign at all of human
footfall,” Begg says. It is stunning: the
sky a brilliant blue, rivers of light
meandering over the surface of the sea.
On the rocky mountain top a glacier
melts into a waterfall plunging 200m
into the fjord before branching away in
the low-tide mud. We pass Arctic fox
droppings and a lemming disappearing
into a hole as we clamber up to enjoy
panoramic views over Baffin Island and
the 230km-long Frobisher Bay.
The British explorer Martin
Frobisher was the first European to come
here, in 1576, and he thought this was the
Northwest Passage. Not until the arrival
of Charles Francis Hall, nearly three
centuries later, was this disproved. In the
meantime the 1845 Franklin expedition
to navigate the passage had become
trapped in the ice before disappearing
without trace. Hall was one of many who

came in search of Franklin’s ships. Clues
were found, says John Geiger, the chief
executive of the Royal Canadian
Geographical Society, in an engrossing
shipboard talk, but it was not until 2016
that Franklin’s HMS Erebus was located
by a search team that included Geiger
and our very own Vavilov.
As we sail up Frobisher Bay, we too are
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permafrost. There are new government
offices, small apartment blocks and
active construction sites: a modern
igloo-shaped cathedral, shops and a
museum. A few roads are paved and we
must remember to look before crossing.
There’s even a multi-aisle supermarket,
supplied by the annual summer sealift
(and year-round flights), and cafés and
restaurants. Iqaluit is home to 7,000
souls, but after an extraordinary ten days
of sea and ice, distant horizons, remote
settlements and genuine wilderness, it
feels positively urban. However will we
cope with Ottawa?
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soon surrounded by ice. It is an ethereal
scene: fantastic icescapes float by, ice
maps carrying luminous blue lakes, ice
creatures and ships of translucent white.
Occasionally the bow crunches
satisfyingly into an ice-sheet and plates
ricochet away as the ship grinds forward.
We are perfectly safe; Vavilov is
ice-strengthened and our captain is

taking no chances. We meander at a
leisurely 2.5 knots, spotting distant polar
bears and eating supper on deck in the
evening sunshine.
By bedtime we can see the bright
lights of Iqaluit, our journey’s end.
Canada’s smallest and most northerly
capital sprawls across the head of the
bay, its buildings on stilts above the

Juliet Rix flew with the Canadian
low-cost airline West Jet (westjet.com),
which has flights from Gatwick to
Halifax, Nova Scotia, from £193 one way.
She cruised courtesy of One Ocean
Expeditions (oneoceanexpeditions.com)
and Wildfoot (0800 1953385,
wildfoottravel.com), which offers the
11-day Labrador and Torngat Mountains
cruise departing on July 24 from
£3,695pp, sharing a triple cabin, full
board. All excursions and one-way
charter flight from Iqaluit to Ottawa
are included. There are two voyages in
July 2019 from £3,895pp
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